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Figure 1: Surface of the segmented organ together with the cylindrical approximation: a) CT colon data. b) The same CT colon data as in a
but usinga different wall thickness. c) CT kidney data set. The segmented organ is the aorta.

Abstract

Virtual endoscopy is a promising medical application of volume vi-
sualization techniques. A virtual endoscopy system requires high
quality and perspective projection rendering, as well as real-time
navigation. In this paper the generation of a cylindrical structure
for tubular shaped organs (i.e. colon, aorta) is presented. This struc-
ture represents an approximation of the real organ. The cylindrical
structure will be used to accelerate high quality volume rendering.
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ing, Bounded Cylinders

1 Introduction

The continuous improvement of medical imaging techniques, like
CT and MRI, has led to the investigation of different methods to
visualize the acquired volumetric data. Virtual endoscopy is one of
the most promising medical applications using volume rendering
techniques. It can be defined as the exploration of hollow organs
and anatomic cavities using computer visualization techniques. Its
fields of application, amongst others, are diagnosis avoiding the
risks associated with a real endoscopy, training, and exploration of
organs that cannot be reached with a real endoscope.

Several virtual endoscopy systems have been proposed in recent
years [5, 15, 18]. These systems are concerned with navigation
inside the volume data and therefore with fast volume rendering.
A virtual endoscopy system has mainly the following components:
segmentation of the organ, user interaction, and rendering.
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Dealing with medical data implies that the quality of the ren-
dering results has to be high. Unfortunately the methods which
produce high quality images in volume rendering are also compu-
tationally expensive.

There are basically two methods to visualize volume data: sur-
face based techniques and direct volume rendering. Surface based
rendering is fast since it enables the use of common graphics hard-
ware acceleration. The volume data is replaced by a polygonal in-
termediate structure which represents the organ surface [10]. This
method implies the loss of quality and information due to the seg-
mentation step. Furthermore, since just the surface of the organ is
visible, there are medical procedures which cannot be performed
in a surface based model (e.g. decide whether a polyp is benign or
not). Moreover, the surface volume rendering looks artificial espe-
cially in places where the polygons are near the view point (e.g.,
narrow tubes).

The second visualization technique, called direct volume render-
ing, produces a projected image directly from the volumetric data
without using a segmentation step or intermediate constructs. A
transfer function, which maps the medical volume data to material
properties (e.g., color and opacity) has to be defined as well as the
optical model to be used [11].

The image is computed by integrating (i.e. compositing) along
each viewing ray. There are different approaches to compute this
integration; usually it is sampling along the ray with a distance
smaller than a voxel and compositing the sample results (i.e. ray-
casting) [7]. The processing of a single sample point is expensive
due to interpolation and shading calculations.

Different software techniques to accelerate direct volume ren-
dering have been proposed [1, 3, 6, 20, 21]. Some techniques are
based on space leaping which avoids sampling in empty space re-
gions. These methods achieve speed-up without affecting the image
quality. In some other techniques there is a tradeoff between image



quality and speed. There are also some special hardware acceler-
ation techniques like 3D Texture Mapping [2] and the VolumePro
system [13]. The VolumePro system enables volume rendering in
real-time but currently has the disadvantage of not producing per-
spective views, which are necessary when the camera is inside the
volume. The perspective projection also reduces the possibility of
using other algorithmic acceleration techniques which exploit the
coherence of parallel rays in parallel projection views [22].

Therefore, most of the systems that use high quality direct vol-
ume rendering for virtual endoscopy compute an off-line movie se-
quence.

In this paper, an algorithm that generates cylindrical structures
for tubular shaped organs (e.g., colon, vessels) is presented. These
structures roughly approximates the organ cavity (see figure 1).
These structures are used to accelerate high quality direct volume
rendering for virtual endoscopy using space leaping.

The next section gives a brief description of the previous work
done in this field; in section 3, the outline of the method is pre-
sented. Section 4 describes the algorithm to generate the cylindrical
structures. In section 5, the algorithm that uses the cylinder struc-
ture to accelerate volume rendering is described. The results are
presented in section 6. Conclusions and future work are discussed
in section 7.

2 Previous Work

Space leaping avoids the computation of those voxels that are not
contributing to the final image. A good overview about these tech-
niques can be found iňSrámek’s thesis [17].

A group of space leaping approaches exploits object space coher-
ence. The voxels that do not contribute to the final image usually
occupy connected regions. These voxels can be joined in macro
regions or into hierarchical structures (e.g., pyramid [8]).

A space leaping approach based on the distance transform was
introduced by Zuiderveld et al. [24]. The distance transform [9]
operation is applied to a binary volume data (e.g., segmented vol-
ume) and its result is a distance map. A distance map is a volume
data of the same size as the original volume which for every back-
ground voxel saves the distance to the nearest object voxel. The
distance map can also be computed to save for every object voxel
the distance to its nearest background voxel. The distance map can
be used to accelerate ray-casting increasing the distance between
samples along a ray when there is empty space. Wan et al. [21]
presented a distance transform approach which was used for virtual
colonoscopy.
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Figure 2: Sketch representation of a 2D cut of an organ. It shows
the wall and the cavity of the organ together with a possible wall
interval definition.

Figure 3: Surface of a segmented trachea together with its skeleton.

Sobierajski et al. [16] propose a polygon assisted ray-casting for
volume rendering. Their approach generates a polygon bounding
box from the faces of the cells that contains the external surface
of the object. The bounding box is rendered in Z-buffer graph-
ics hardware. The Z-buffer is then used to identify the first voxel
which contributes to the result image. Similar approaches where
introduced by other authors [23, 19, 20]

In our approach we use a combination of the approach proposed
by Sobierajski and distance transform techniques. In virtual en-
doscopy the camera is situated inside the organ. We generate a
structure formed by cylinders which approximate the organ cavity.
This structure is used to accelerate ray-casting by identifying the
ray pieces that are traversing voxels inside the cavity of the organ,
and therefore, do not contribute to the final image.

Generating cylindrical structures from volume data has been de-
scribed before by other authors (e.g.,Puig et al. [14]). In Puig et
al. approach the cylindrical structures are used as symbolic trees
of blood vessels. This structures give a sketch representation of the
vessels, and they are used, for instance, to identify changes in the
diameter of the vessels (i.e., to detect a stenosis).

3 Method Overview

The method presented in this paper is proposed for virtual en-
doscopy applications where the organ has a tubular shape and the
physicians want to visualize the organ surface and its vicinity (i.e.
the organ wall). This situation arises in many endoscopy applica-
tions, like colonoscopy or bronchoscopy.

Our algorithm is based on the definition of a safety region around
the physical organ wall. This safety region will be called the wall
interval of the organ. We define the wall interval of an organ as the
approximated organ surface (surface obtained from a segmentation)
together with two tolerance values (see figure 2). The tolerance val-
ues are two distances from the approximated surface, one in the di-
rection of the organ cavity and one pointing to outside of the organ.
The physical organ wall to be visualized must be enclosed within
the wall interval, since only what is within the wall interval will
be rendered. The tolerance values of the wall interval are currently
given by the user as parameters of the presented method.
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Figure 4: Canal Surfaces: a) 1-parameter spheres family b) Circles of intersection c) Canal surface

The algorithm can be divided in the following steps:

� Segmentation of the organ to inspect (e.g., colon, trachea).

� Calculation of the distance map and the skeleton of the seg-
mented organ.

� Cylindrical approximation of the organ cavity.

� Accelerated direct volume rendering using ray-casting.

The segmentation is applied to the volume data to identify the
organ and obtain a binary volume. The segmentation does not have
to be highly accurate. The algorithm will correct the segmentation
error using the tolerance values of the wall interval (see figure 2).
Therefore, the tolerance values must be an overestimation. They
should include the wall thickness and the possible error generated
in the segmentation step.

Using the segmented volume, the organ skeleton is computed
(see figure 3). A skeleton is the locus of points that are geometri-
cally centered with respect to the border. The skeleton can be auto-
matically calculated from the segmented volume using topological
thinning or distance transform methods [4].

The skeleton is also used to find the camera path which will be
used for the camera navigation metaphor and therefore for the 3D
interaction.

The cylindrical approximation of the organ cavity and the accel-
erated direct volume rendering will be discussed in detail in the next
sections.

4 Cylindrical Approximation

In this section, the algorithm to generate the cylindrical approxima-
tion of the organ cavity is described. The input of the algorithm
are the skeleton and the distance map of the segmented object. The
distance map contains for each object voxel the minimum distance
to the background.

The main idea about using a cylindrical approximation of the
organ started with the canal surfaces [12], which are commonly
used in geometric modeling. A canal surface is the envelope of a
1-parameter family of spheres, whose radius and position change
continuously. The envelope of the spheres is defined as the union
of all circles of intersection of infinitesimally neighboring pair of
spheres (see figure 4). The envelope represents the surface of the
object.

Given the skeleton and the distance map, a piece-wise continu-
ous canal surface can be defined. The family of spheres is defined
with the centers on the skeleton and the radii equal to the minimal
distance to the nearest background voxel.

Using ray-casting as rendering technique, we would like to use
the canal surface as a bounded structure to calculate the pieces of
the viewing rays that cross the cavity of the organ. Unfortunately
the canal surfaces require an expensive ray-intersection calculation.
Therefore, we will approximate the canal surface to a set of prim-
itives with a fast ray-intersection, i.e., cylinders. It is also possible
to use other approximations apart from cylinders, such as gener-
alized cylinders, but the overhead due to more costly intersection
calculation would increase.

The cylindrical approximation to be used for space leaping
should fulfill the following requirements:

1. The cylindrical structure is entirely enclosed in the approxi-
mated organ and does not intersected the wall interval of the
organ.

2. It should have a limited number of cylinders. With a high
number of cylinders the intersection procedure with the struc-
ture will be too expensive.

3. The cylinders should be as long as possible to enable long
jumps, especially for central rays. This is quite advantageous
in the typical case when the camera is looking straight into the
organ cavity.

4. The cylinders should have large volumes to cover a consider-
able portion of empty space within the organ cavity.

5. The structure shall closely approximate the organ cavity. The
intersection point of a viewing ray with the cylinder structure
shall be close to the wall interval of the organ (i.e., close to
where the sampling of the volume data must start).

The cylinders do not have to be connected and they can also
overlap. However, overlapping reduces efficiency in the intersec-
tion calculation.

A cylinder is defined by a radius, and an axis, given by position,
direction and length. These parameters are assumed to be variables
of an optimization problem to find the optimal cylindrical structure.
This optimization problem should be solved using characteristics 1-
5 as optimization criteria. However, the optimal solution is complex
and time-consuming to achieve since there are too many variables.
Therefore an heuristical approach has been used.

The goal is to have bounded cylinders that fit as much as possible
into the organ cavity. We use the skeleton as a base to define the
cylinder axes. Keeping the axes in the center as much as possible
will give fewer and larger cylinders. Once the cylinders axes has
been defined we define the radius of the cylinders using the distance
transform.

The creation of the cylinder structure can be divided into two
steps:
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Figure 5: Surface of the segmented organ together with the cylinder axis generation based on the central path.a) Central path.b) Central
path, cylinder axes generated from curvature information. The circle shows an area where an axis is outside of the organ.c) Central path,
cylinder axes generated according to distance errors.

� Cylinder axis definition.

� Cylinder radius definition.

4.1 Cylinder Axis Definition

The axes of the cylinders will be generated based on the skeleton.
The skeleton obtained by either topological thinning or resulting
from the distance transform is a set of 26-connected voxels. From
the skeleton a central path is defined. For simplicity, we deal with
paths which do not have branches. An ordered sequenceVi of vox-
els that go from a starting voxel until a target voxel of the skeleton
is obtained. Two consecutive voxels are 26-connected and there is
no cycle, so a voxel is represented at most once. The central path
is then a polyline whose edges are the junction of the center points,
Pi, of consecutive voxels.

This path is usually highly folded and noisy. In order to reduce
the high frequencies and to smooth the path a low pass filter is ap-
plied. If m is the kernel dimension andn is the number of path
points, with 0� i � n�m :

Pi =
m�1

∑
h=0

Pi+h�wh where
m�1

∑
j=0

wh= 1

The weightswh of the kernel are determined using a tent filter.
However, other low pass filters could have also been used.

The maximum variation of the new path compared with the old
one depends on the kernel size. If the kernel size increases then
the path is smoother but the path also moves from the center of the
hollow organ.

Once filtered we have a smooth path represented by a polyline
with a large amount of small edges. The polyline is approximated
by longer edges to be used as axes for the cylinders. Furthermore
the variation from the original path has to be controlled in order that
the axes are not moving outside the organ.

One approach to create the cylinder axes is undersampling the
central path by taking into account the curvature of the path. In the
areas of the polyline with lower curvature the axes can be long and
in the areas with higher curvature we need more but shorter axes.
The number of cylinders that the structure shall contain is defined
by the user with a values. The curvature in the different points of
the central path is computed. Then the first and last points of the
central path together with thes�1 points with highest curvature are
joined in the path order to create the axes.

This method has the problem thats is not easy to estimate. The
axes are also not well distributed since they are concentrated in the
areas where the curvature is high. Furthermore there is no control
of the deviation between the original path and the axes. Therefore
it can happen that the axes are partially outside the organ ifs is not
large enough (see figure 5b).

A second approach which prevents the axes to move outside of
the organ was used. A distance errorε is specified as the maximum
distance difference between the original path and the cylinder axes.
The errorε is defined as a portion of the minimum distance from the
central path to the wall interval of the organ. In this way the axes
are generated ensuring that they will stay within the organ cavity
(see figure 5c).

The algorithm treats the central path points sequentially ( see
figure 6). Path pieces of the central path, sub-paths of the central
path, are consecutively used to generate the axes. It is ensured that
the distance difference between a sub-path and the corresponding
axis is not larger than the defined errorε.

A sub-path is a sequence of consecutive points of the central
path. An axisAj is created joining the first and the last points of the
current sub-path.εi; j is defined as the distance of the pointPi to the
axisAj . If for each pointPi of the current sub-path the distanceεi; j
to the axisAj is smaller thanε, then the next point of the central path
is added to the sub-path. This process is repeated until an iteration
in which there exists aPi whoseεi; j is greater thanε. Then the axes
generated in the previous iteration,Aj�1, is defined as a valid axis.
The sub-path is erased. The next current sub-path is defined by the
last point of the axisAj�1 and its next two consecutive points in the
central path. Initially the current sub-path contains the first point of
the central path together with the next two consecutive points. If in
the first iteration alreadyεi;0 is greater thanε then the valid axis is
created between the first and the second point of the sub-path.

In figure 5 we observe that with the method that uses error dis-
tance the resulting axes are better distributed along the path than the
curvature based method.

4.2 Cylinder Radius Definition

Once the axes for the cylinders have been defined, the radius of the
cylinders have to be specified. Every cylinder axis is sampled with
a rate smaller than the voxels distance. For each sample point, the
distance map is used to determine the distance to the nearest wall
point. The radius of each cylinder is fixed as the minimum distance
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Figure 6: Illustration of the axes generation algorithm using the distance error information.Aj is the axis generated in iterationj ; Pi denote
the central path points. The central path is drawn as a discontinuous line and the current sub-path is painted in grey. 3 iterations of the
algorithm are shown. In this example the final valid axis would beA1.

from the axis to the wall. If the radius of a cylinder is smaller than
a size defined by the user (e.g., one voxel size), this cylinder is
discarded.

Some examples showing the cylinder structure can be seen in
figure 1.

5 Volume Rendering Accelaration using
the Cylindrical Structure

The cylindrical structure can be used to accelerate volume render-
ing using space leaping. In this section we describe how this can
be done and we discuss the use of the distance map for early ray-
termination.

The cylindrical structure generated is used to calculate the ray
segments which go through empty space. Therefore for each ray
the intersection points with the cylindrical structure are calculated.
Besides, frustum culling is applied to avoid the intersection with
cylinders that are not visible for the current camera.

If the camera is inside the cylinder then the first intersection is
taken as the first possible sampling point. Afterwards, the distance
map is used to jump until the distance to the wall interval is smaller
than the sample rate, and then the usual slow compositing is ap-
plied [21]. It may happen that the ray enters another cylinder again.
In that case the next intersection point in the list of intersections
between the viewing ray and the cylinder approximation is used as
a possible sampling point. If the camera is outside the cylinder a
usual distance jumping is applied till the ray enters a cylinder or
is close to the interval wall. Figure 7 illustrates how the algorithm
works for three sample rays.

The most common early ray-termination technique terminates
the ray if the accumulated opacity approaches one. In our approach
another early ray-termination condition is added. Assuming that we
want to sample points just within the wall interval of the organ, we
do not want to go on sampling the rays in areas outside the interval
wall. To determine when the ray is outside the wall interval, we
calculate a distance map with the distance of the background voxels
to the nearest object voxels. The algorithm consults the distance
map to decide if the ray has to be terminated at a given sample
point. This early ray-termination approach cannot be used if the
organ tissue is rendered transparently and the region outside of the
organs shall be visualized.

6 Results

Figure 1a and 1b shows the result of applying the cylinder structure
generation to a colon. Figure 1c shows the cylinder approximation
of one central path in the aorta ( for the moment the algorithm does
not use branches). Figure 1a and 1b present the difference if the
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Figure 7: Illustration of the volume rendering algorithm using the
cylindrical approximation structure.

wall interval tolerance values are modified (Figure 1a has more in-
side tolerance of the wall interval than 1b). In figure 1b the structure
fits better to the organ cavity but the number of cylinders generated
also increases. Figure 8a illustrates for the same data as figure 1a
and 1b the effect of decreasing theε value.

In figure 8, a virtual endoscopy example for a 200x115x300 CT
colon data set is shown. Figure 8a shows an outside view of the
colon portion to be inspected and the camera position. The endo-
scopic view in 8b shows a surface extracted using marching cubes
together with the cylinder structure which contains about 9 cylin-
ders. Figure 8c presents the result of applying direct volume ren-
dering using the cylindrical approximation with the same result as
applying a brute force approach. However, the rendering time of
the 256x256 image using the cylindrical structure was four times
faster than with the brute force approach.

In figure 9, a 205x83x105 CT dataset of a trachea is used. The
rendering time was 3.5 times faster than the direct volume rendering
using a brute force approach for a 256x256 image and using 14
cylinders.

The performance of the presented algorithm depends on several
parameters, such as the transfer function, the organ shape, the num-
ber of cylinders generated and the characteristics of the cylinders.
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Figure 8: Virtual endoscopy of a 200x115x300 CT dataset of a colon : a) Outside view of the segmented object surface together with the
camera and the cylindrical approximation. b) Endoscopic view of the cylindrical structure and a surface based rendering. The polygons have
been generated using marching cubes. c) Endoscopic view using direct volume rendering and the cylindrical approximation.

To obtain good results these parameters have to be tuned carefully.
If the algorithm presented by Wan [21] is extended to use the

presented wall interval concept, and also use the proposed early
ray-termination, then in our implementation the performance of this
algorithm is similar to the presented cylindrical approximation. The
advantage of the cylindrical structure is that it has the potential of
being used for other purposes, for example, being a sketch repre-
sentation of the organ cavity.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented an algorithm to generate a cylindrical approx-
imimation for the cavity of tubular like organs. This approximation
has been used as bounded cylinders to accelerate direct volume ren-
dering for virtual endoscopy. An early termination criteria for vir-
tual endoscopy has also been presented. The acceleration achieved
does not allow real-time direct volume rendering on a common PC
(i.e., Pentium II 400MHz), but accelerates the generation of high
quality precalculated movies.

One research direction to follow is the automatization of the pa-
rameter tuning. Other structures, like general cylinders, to obtain a
better approximation of the organ cavity, will be studied further , as
well as new generation algorithms to obtain better approximations.

The cylindrical structure might also be helpful for polygon as-
sisted ray-casting as outlined in [16].

The cylindrical structure also has the potential of being used for
image based rendering. Currently we are investigating some ap-
proaches in this direction.
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